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Victor T. Cheney has just published a BRIEF HISTORY OF CASTRATION 2nd EDITION. This book contains a five page index
plus a two page glossary with numerous footnotes t aid the curious history buff and serious researcher. Readers unfamiliar with
this subject (which is most of us) will be surprised to learn how important this operation was to many cultures of the world in times
past, and to a lesser extent, even today. In Italy thousands of young boys were castrated to prepare their voices for the opera. In
Arab lands slaves (both black and white) were castrated in order to become harem guards. Chinese emperors found castrated
males to be extremely reliable for treasurers and other governmental posts. In the past their operation was very dangerous and
many died from infections. Bur it also had its beneficial side effects. The average castrated male lives 15 years longer than
“normal” men. This is because harmful hormones and other impediments were removed form the man’s system. For instance,
one cannot get testicular cancer if he has no testicles. Many ancient religions, as well as the early Christians, used their religious
duties unhampered by impure thoughts and immoral deeds. Though Christians gradually abandoned this practice some
breakaway groups continued to castrate young men in Russia and elsewhere even in this 20th century. The author believes that
castration can still play an important role in modern society. He shows that it can be used to prevent serious crimes, diseases, and
the loss of vital spiritual and moral values.
Losing Our Heads explores in both artistic and cultural contexts the role of the chopped-off head.
"Extraits" reprinted from various scientific journals.
Comparative Nutrition of Man and Domestic Animals, Volume I discusses practical phases in the evaluation of the nutrient
requirements of man and his domesticated animals and the factors that modify these quanta. This book also covers various
nutrients' biochemical nature, functions, and participation in the energy transactions of the body. Organized into 11 chapters, the
book initially discusses the principles of the basal metabolism and the activity increment and their role in evaluating maintenance
requirement of human and animal for energy. The subsequent chapter focuses on the maintenance requirement of protein under
stress and non-stress conditions. Other chapters discuss nutrient requirements for maintenance, such as water and minerals. The
book also examines the nutrient requirements for muscle activities, growth, senescence, reproduction, and lactation. A discussion
on the storage of nutritive material, such as water, protein, minerals, vitamins, and energy, is included. This volume is an
invaluable source for organic chemists, biochemists, animal physiologists, zoologists, and nutritionists.
Explores how the social sciences and clinical medicine contributed to the understanding and treatment of offenders in three
disparate political regimes
Of the many sects that broke from the official Russian Orthodox church in the eighteenth century, one was universally despised.
Its members were peasants from the Russian heartland skilled in the arts of animal husbandry who turned their knives on
themselves to become "eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake." Convinced that salvation came only with the literal excision of
the instruments of sin, they were known as Skoptsy (the self-castrated). Their community thrived well into the twentieth century,
when it was destroyed in the Stalinist Terror. In a major feat of historical reconstruction, Laura Engelstein tells the sect's
astonishing tale. She describes the horrified reactions to the sect by outsiders, including outraged bureaucrats, physicians, and
theologians. More important, she allows the Skoptsy a say in defining the contours of their history and the meaning behind their
sacrifice. Her deft handling of their letters and notebooks lends her book unusual depth and pathos, and she provides a
heartbreaking account of willing exile and of religious belief so strong that its adherents accepted terrible pain and the denial of a
basic human experience. Although the Skoptsy express joy at their salvation, the words of even the most fervent believers reveal
the psychological suffering of life on society's margins. No foreign tribe or exotic import, the sect drew its members from the larger
peasant society where marriage was expected and adulthood began with the wedding night. Set apart by the very act that
guaranteed their redemption, these "lambs of God" became adept at concealing their sectarian identity as they interacted with their
Orthodox neighbors. Interaction was necessary, Engelstein explains, since the survival of the Skoptsy depended upon recruitment
of new members and on success in agriculture and trade. Realizing that some prejudices have changed little over the centuries,
Engelstein cautions that "we must not cast the shadow of our own distress on the story of the Skoptsy. Their physical suffering
was something they willingly embraced." In Castration and the Heavenly Kingdom, she has produced a remarkable history that
also illuminates the mysteries of the human heart.
Reprints from various scientific periodicals.
Scholarly yet lyrical, and informed by both Jungian and Freudian theory, this worthy sequel to the author's Phallos (title 27) maps
the insecurities and unconscious forces which from early life prompt men to violence, and proposes powerful countermeasures.
What are the connections between cattle branding and Christian salvation, between livestock castration and square dancing,
between cattle rustling and the making of spurs and horsehair bridles in prison, between children's coloring books and cowboy
poetry as it is practiced today? The Cowboy uses literary, historical, folkloric, and pop and cultural sources to document ways in
which cowboys address religion, gender, economics, and literature. Arguing that cowboys are defined by the work they do,
Allmendinger sets out in each chapter to investigate one form of labor (such as branding, castration, or rustling) in the cowboy's
"work culture." He looks at early oral poems recited around campfires, on trail drives, at roundups, and at home in ranch
bunkhouses, and at later poems, histories, and autobiographies written by cowboys about their work - most of which have never
before received scholarly attention. Allmendinger shows how these texts address larger concerns than the work at hand - including
art, morality, spirituality, and male sexuality. In addition to spotlighting little-known texts, art, and archival sources, The Cowboy
examines the works of Mark Twain, John Steinbeck, Willa Cather, Louis L'Amour, Larry McMurtry, and others. Unique among
studies of the American cowboy, Allmendinger's study looks at what cowboys thought of themselves, and the ways in which they
represented those thoughts in their own prose, poetry, and artifacts. Richly illustrated with photographs of cowboys at work and at
play, many previously unpublished, The Cowboy will interest scholars of American literature and history, and American Studies, as
well as those interested in Western history and culture, folklore, and gender studies.
Castration is a lively history of the meaning, function, and act of castration from its place in the early church to its secular reinvention in the
Renaissance as a spiritualized form of masculinity in its 20th century position at the core of psychoanalysis.
For some time sex has been defined as the biological difference between men and women, and gender as the manner in which culture
defines and constrains these differences. Feminine/masculine, male/female, women/men, boy/girl - terms of sexual and gender division like
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these permeate the way we think and talk about ourselves and each other. On most occasions we find their use non-problematic and people
employ them easily, at other times, however, particularly if we are interested in psychology, we may wonder whether this ease is illusory.;
One may speculate whether being a woman necessarily implies being "feminine". One may question why young women are often referred to
as girls, while men are seldom referred to as boys. Is dressing in a stereotypically feminine manner a reliable indication that a woman is
heterosexual? What about cross dressing? Why do these topics hold so much fascination for the media?; "Gender, Sex and Sexuality"
examines the effects that the inequalities experienced between men and women have had on the psychologies of both sexes, and the battle
to remove them. It aims to introduce the reader to current research and theories, drawing on novels, theatre, soap operas, as well as
research for case histories.
The 3rd edition, the first new one in ten years, includes coverage of molecular levels of detail arising from the last decade's explosion of
information at this level of organismic organization. There are 5 new Associate Editors and about 2/3 of the chapters have new authors.
Chapters prepared by return authors are extensively revised. Several new chapters have been added on the topic of pregnancy, reflecting the
vigorous investigation of this topic during the last decade.The information covered includes both human and experimental animals; basic
principels are sought, and information at the organismic and molecular levels are presented. *The leading comprehensive work on the
physiology of reproduction*Edited and authored by the world's leading scientists in the field*Is a synthesis of the molecular, cellular, and
organismic levels of organization*Bibliogrpahics of chapters are extensive and cover all the relevant literature
First Published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Victor T. Cheney has just published a BRIEF HISTORY OF CASTRATION 2nd EDITION. This book contains a five page index plus a two
page glossary with numerous footnotes t aid the curious history buff and serious researcher. Readers unfamiliar with this subject (which is
most of us) will be surprised to learn how important this operation was to many cultures of the world in times past, and to a lesser extent,
even today. In Italy thousands of young boys were castrated to prepare their voices for the opera. In Arab lands slaves (both black and white)
were castrated in order to become harem guards. Chinese emperors found castrated males to be extremely reliable for treasurers and other
governmental posts. In the past their operation was very dangerous and many died from infections. Bur it also had its beneficial side effects.
The average castrated male lives 15 years longer than "normal" men. This is because harmful hormones and other impediments were
removed form the man's system. For instance, one cannot get testicular cancer if he has no testicles. Many ancient religions, as well as the
early Christians, used their religious duties unhampered by impure thoughts and immoral deeds. Though Christians gradually abandoned this
practice some breakaway groups continued to castrate young men in Russia and elsewhere even in this 20th century. The author believes
that castration can still play an important role in modern society. He shows that it can be used to prevent serious crimes, diseases, and the
loss of vital spiritual and moral values.
The Archon Of Boston sends Adorned necromancer Anastasia and Samuel's Chamberlain Rachel to catacombs beneath France to recover a
hidden grimoire. An implacable hidden adversary stands ready to stop them at any cost.
Weber provides an invigorating analysis of U.S. foreign policy in Latin America through the lens of queer theory, one that is certain to spark
controversy and debate. She probes popular ideas of how the United States is personified, arguing that a degree of queerness is both absent
and present in these perceptions. Weber critically engages the popular image of American culture. Reviewing U.S. military interventions in
Latin America from 1959 to 1994, Weber posits that American foreign policy is a set of strategic displacements of castration anxiety. She
brilliantly illuminates the cultural anxieties and imperatives that shape foreign policy. Utilizing humor and critical logic, she provides a
fascinating perspective on American foreign relations in the Caribbean.
Studies in the Psychology of Sex by Havelock Ellis - The Original Classic Edition Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic
edition. It was previously published by other bona fide publishers, and is now, after many years, back in print. This is a new and freshly
published edition of this culturally important work, which is now, at last, again available to you. Enjoy this classic work today. These selected
paragraphs distill the contents and give you a quick look inside: Definition of Instinct-The Sexual Impulse a Factor of the Sexual InstinctTheory of the Sexual Impulse as an Impulse of Evacuation-The Evidence in Support of this Theory Inadequate-The Sexual Impulse to Some
Extent Independent of the Sexual Glands-The Sexual Impulse in Castrated Animals and Men-The Sexual Impulse in Castrated Women, After
the Menopause, and in the Congenital Absence of the Sexual Glands-The Internal Secretions-Analogy between the Sexual Relationship and
that of the Suckling Mother and her Child-The Theory of the Sexual Impulse as a Reproductive Impulse-This Theory Untenable-Moll's
Definition-The Impulse of Detumescence-The Impulse of Contrectation-Modification of this Theory Proposed-Its Relation to Darwin's Sexual
Selection-The Essential Element in Darwin's Conception-Summary of the History of the Doctrine of Sexual Selection. Its Psychological
Aspect-Sexual Selection a Part of Natural Selection-The Fundamental Importance of Tumescence-Illustrated by the Phenomena of Courtship
in Animals and in Man-The Object of Courtship is to Produce Sexual Tumescence-The Primitive Significance of Dancing in Animals and ManDancing is a Potent Agent for Producing Tumescence-The Element of Truth in the Comparison of the Sexual Impulse with an Evacuation,
Especially of the Bladder-Both Essentially Involve Nervous Explosions-Their Intimate and Sometimes Vicarious Relationships-Analogy
between Coitus and Epilepsy-Analogy of the Sexual Impulse to Hunger-Final Object of the Impulses of Tumescence and Detumescence.
...The Chief Key to the Relationship between Love and Pain to be Found in Animal Courtship-Courtship a Source of Combativity and of
Cruelty-Human Play in the Light of Animal Courtship-The Frequency of Crimes Against the Person in Adolescence-Marriage by Capture and
its Psychological Basis-Man's Pleasure in Exerting Force and Woman's Pleasure in Experiencing it-Resemblance of Love to Pain even in
Outward Expression-The Love-bite-In What Sense Pain May be Pleasurable-The Natural Contradiction in the Emotional Attitude of Women
Toward Men-Relative Insensibility to Pain of the Organic Sexual Sphere in Women-The Significance of the Use of the Ampallang and Similar
Appliances in Coitus-The Sexual Subjection of Women to Men in Part Explainable as the Necessary Condition for Sexual Pleasure.
Information on how hormones work and what men can do to listen to their hormones. Sections on erections and libido, sexual preference,
effects of light on hormone regulation and depression and erectile dysfunction.
Articles reprinted in original language from various scientific journals.
State prisons played an indispensable part in the terror of the Third Reich, incarcerating many hundreds of thousands of men and women
during the Nazi era. This important book illuminates the previously unknown world of Nazi prisons, their victims, and the judicial and penal
officials who built and operated this system of brutal legal terror. Nikolaus Wachsmann describes the operation and function of legal terror in
the Third Reich and brings Nazi prisons to life through the harrowing stories of individual inmates. Drawing on a vast array of archival
materials, he traces the series of changes in prison policies and practice that led eventually to racial terror, brutal violence, slave labor,
starvation, and mass killings. Wachsmann demonstrates that “ordinary” legal officials were ready collaborators who helped to turn courts and
prisons into key components in the Nazi web of terror. And he concludes with a discussion of the whitewash of the Nazi legal system in
postwar West Germany.
Challenges traditional views of gender identity and sexual orientation in animals and humans, explaining how diversity is developed from
genes and hormones and why it should be celebrated and affirmed.
This book fundamentally questions the way most criminologists attempt to explain, let alone ameliorate the problem of human criminal
behavior. Written by a respected expert in forensics, who also brings a much-needed biological background to the task, this resource
champions contemporary biological theory by introducing criminologists to areas of research they might not otherwise encounter. It discusses
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basic biological concepts such as natural selection and evolution in relation to behavior, and considers patterns of inheritance, sex-linked
traits, and propensities toward aggression; explores studies on hormonal effects, as well as brain chemistry, and delves deeply into organic
brain dysfunction; and looks at investigations into fetal conditions and birth-related difficulties, as well as research on nutrition and food
allergies.
Over the course of the eighteenth century, race came to seem as corporeal as sex. Kirsten Fischer has mined unpublished court records and
travel literature from colonial North Carolina to reveal how early notions of racial difference were shaped by illicit sexual relationships and the
sanctions imposed on those who conducted them. Fischer shows how the personal--and yet often very public--sexual lives of Native
American, African American, and European American women and men contributed to the new racial order in this developing slave society.
Liaisons between European men and native women, among white and black servants, and between servants and masters, as well as sexual
slander among whites and acts of sexualized violence against slaves, were debated, denied, and recorded in the courtrooms of colonial North
Carolina. Indentured servants, slaves, Cherokee and Catawba women, and other members of less privileged groups sometimes resisted
colonial norms, making sexual choices that irritated neighbors, juries, and magistrates and resulted in legal penalties and other acts of
retribution. The sexual practices of ordinary people vividly bring to light the little-known but significant ways in which notions of racial
difference were alternately contested and affirmed before the American Revolution.Fischer makes an innovative contribution to the history of
race, class, and gender in early America by uncovering a detailed record of illicit sexual exchanges in colonial North Carolina and showing
how acts of resistance to sexual rules complicated ideas about inherent racial difference.
Here are thirty-five brief, short-story fantasies that treat femdom castration as a highly-erotic, seductive and fetishistic activity. Emphasis is on
the female-dominant/male-submissive relationship and not on the gory details of the climactic act itself. The mode of the domination is purely
assertive, as if it were a woman's simple, basic prerogative. No violence, gore or harsh verbal abuse is used.These little vignettes take place
in a contemporary world where this kind of radical emasculation is deliciously rare and exotic but at the same time perfectly acceptable. The
general settings are: suburbia, a clinic or a farm.I know how disappointing it is when you get false hopes up that a work of erotic fiction will be
featuring one's favorite fetishistic details. So, in particular, the reader should be warned that no penectomy or full-blown feminization takes
place.The cover art is by Sorenutz and is taken from a commission I paid him to draw.Please note: all characters are 18+.Here is the table of
contents: * Amazon Bar* Aunt Abigail's Trimmin' Parlor* Bridge Night Demo* Castration Farm* Castration Slut* Company Sissy* Consultation
With A Castratrix* Down On The Farm With Ms. Van Gelder* Dream Fulfillment* Eric's Correction* Female-led Marriage* Fixing Little Jimmy*
Good Little Piggy* House Husband* Jake Gets Clipped* Kinky Fetish Boutique* Manhood Pouch* Men To Boys* Mom Has Me Castrated* My
Wife Takes Me to Aunt Abigail's* Only Sissies Masturbate* Pa Loses His Nuts* Prepping A Piggy-Boy* Property Transfer* Retiring an Old
Sperm Bull* Saturday Afternoon* Scrotum Poaching* Seduction* Sexual Behavior Consultant* Sperm Cow Farm* The Old Bull* The Perfect
Servant* Walk-ins Welcome* Wife of a Big-bottomed Sissy* Young David on Aunt Abigail's Far
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